Instructions for Authors of Journal of Advanced Computational Intelligence & Intelligent Informatics

1. Definition of Journal of Advanced Computational Intelligence & Intelligent Informatics (JACIII)
This publication focuses on advanced computational intelligence & intelligent informatics, including the synergistic integration of neural networks, fuzzy logic and evolutionary computations, so that more intelligent systems can be built for industrial applications. It is published in cooperation with various academic societies such as: International Fuzzy Systems Association (IFSA), Japan Society for Fuzzy Theory and Intelligent Informatics (SOFT), Brazilian Society of Automatics (SBA), The Society of Instrument and Control Engineers (SICE), John von Neumann Computer Society (NJSZT), Vietnamese Fuzzy Systems Society (VFSS), Fuzzy Systems and Intelligent Technologies Research Society of Thailand (FIRST), Korean Institute of Intelligent Systems (KIIS), and Taiwanese Association for Artificial Intelligence (TAAI).

2. Qualification Requirements
None.

3. Responsibility for Manuscript
The author alone is responsible for any statements made in the manuscript.

4. Types of Articles

4.1. Types of articles acceptable are Reviews, Research papers, Development reports, Position papers, Short papers, Letters, Notes, News, and Discussions.

4.2. Length of Articles
No limit. The number of pages will include the abstract, keywords, tables, figures and photographs.

4.3 Reviews
Reviews objectively summarize a specific subject on soft computing by introducing comprehensive researches to give a balanced assessment, including manuscripts at the Editorial Committee’s request.

4.4. Research Papers
Research papers should present new findings and original concepts with complete discussion. They should normally be 6 printed pages on average and have not been published to date in any other publication.

4.5. Development Reports
Development Reports describe technical findings which will actually be useful in practical applications. They should normally be 6 printed pages.

4.6. Position Papers
Position Papers indicate the future prospects on a specific subject by introducing the latest in progress and the authors’ own views.

4.7. Short Papers
Short Papers present work in earlier stages, still in progress, or of smaller scale, that can be reported briefly. They are limited to 5 pages.

4.8. Letters
Letters contain original and valuable facts or conclusions whose contents are to be published promptly. They shall not exceed 2 printed pages.

4.9. Notes
Notes discuss new facts, valuable data, or conclusions not concluded as research. They shall not exceed 2 printed pages.

4.10. News
News describes incomplete research and includes new findings or valuable data. They should normally be no longer than 2 printed pages.

4.11. Discussions
Discussions state opinions on articles published in the JACIII. The Editorial Committee may request original authors’ opinions on the discussion in question.

5. Language and Units
The language for contributions is English or Japanese.

6. Submission of Manuscripts
Manuscripts should be submitted at: http://mc.manuscriptcentral.com/jaciii
Electronic submission of PDF file is preferred. Hard-copy contributions should be sent in triplicate. All photographs must be original. When contributions are accepted, authors are requested to submit final manuscripts. Details are provided upon notice of acceptance.

7. Review Process

7.1. Received Date
The received date is the arrival date of a manuscript to the editor/guest editor or the JACIII Editorial Office.

7.2. Review
All submitted manuscripts will be reviewed by the member of the Editorial Committee or specialists. And the Editorial Committee decides whether a contribution will be accepted for publication or not. The accepted date is the approval date for publication by the Editorial Committee.

7.3. Change of Type of Article
The Editorial Committee may accept the manuscript for publication under the condition that the type of article be changed.

7.4. Revision of the Manuscript
The Editorial Committee may ask the author to revise the manuscript or to check the foundry proof.

8. Page Charge
A charge of 12,000 Japanese yen (submitted in English) or 23,000 Japanese yen (submitted in Japanese, tax excluded) per printed page will be invoiced to the author or author’s designated institution. One journal copy per one submission will be sent to the author.

9. Reprint Order
Reprints can be purchased on request. Applications for reprints are made by the order form at final manuscript submission.
10. Copyright
10.1. The copyright of any articles published in JACIII belongs to the publisher.
10.2. When the authors want to use their own published articles for any purpose in any form, approval in writing must be obtained in advance from Fuji Technology Press Ltd., the Publisher.

11. Supplementary Note (Submission Requirement)
Submission of a manuscript implies that it has not been published previously in English, and that it is not under consideration for publication elsewhere. The concrete requirements for submission are listed below:

11.1. If You Want Your Own Published Manuscript to be Translated into English and Republished in JACIII
- If your manuscript has already been published elsewhere but was written in Japanese, it can be submitted.
- If so, it is imperative for the author to obtain the written permission from the copyright-holder before the submission.
- When submitting the manuscript, the author must inform the JACIII Editorial Office or the member of the Editorial Committee about this matter, and send a copy of the published manuscript and the written permission.
- After the submission, it follows the normal review procedures. If the manuscript is accepted for publication, the footnote noticing that it is an acceptable secondary publication will be written on the first page.

11.2. If You Want to Draw Your Own Published Manuscript Written in English
- Except for the paper submission by the Editorial Committee’s request, the manuscripts already published in English on any publications must not be submitted. The publications include the academic journals, newspapers, and magazines which are widely spread to the public.
- It can be submitted if the manuscript is based on the non-general publication, such as international conference, lecture presentation, symposium, workshop, study group, proceeding of training session, collection of the presented paper, proceeding of lecture, handbook of meeting, educational material, company magazine, and university journal.
- If so, the author must revise the manuscript by updating the data and showing the detailed information, deepening the speculation and discussion, and make the manuscript fruitful as an academic paper. The manuscript must not be submitted if the manuscript is exactly the same as the published one.
- If the copyright of the published manuscript has been transferred to the organizer of the conference, the author must obtain the written permission from him/her.
- If you need to cite some part from your own published manuscript and want your manuscript to be treated as new submission, it should have the novelty and at least fit the bill listed below:
  1) Title, section title, and introduction should be different. At least half of the text should be different from the published one.
  2) The figures should be renewed. If using the same figures, credit the sources.
  3) The author must revise the manuscript rightly to avoid duplicate publication or plagiarism, and take responsibility for it.
In any case, the original sources should be cited in the manuscript.

11.3. Using Photos and Figures
When using the figures and photos of the published manuscript, whether from yours or someone else’s, you should obtain written permission.

12. Ethical Guideline
Following the Japanese government policy, JACIII will not publish the papers of military-related research in principle.
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